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Illlindo'w Production Lines
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Weinigstras se 2/ 4, P.O.Box'1 440
D-6972 Tau berbischofshei m
Phone (0)9341/86-0, Telex 68951i
West Germany

Unimat/Hydromat

Hydromat 22O H
Hydro-finish planìng machine, bottom and top.
Here as an individual machine to be built into a
window line.

Profiling machine
Hydromat 220 P
with left and right double-action twin tool
spindles.

Hydromat 220 P
with 2 additional hydro-finish planing spindles,
bottom - top. To be used as individual
machine or incorporated in a window line.

Drawing of profiling machine Hydromat 220 P
wilh hydraul ical ly control led dou ble-action twi n
tool spindles and fences.
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Weinig Window Production Line. Hydro-finish in front of
double end tenoner and finish-profiler.
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Weinig Window Production Line
double end tenoner a¡rd
moulder as first machine in the
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The profile of the top cross frame is identical with the
prcfile of the left and right-hand frame (stile).
The tenon profile above is identical to the bottom.
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Item 1.
Moulder with hydro-finish cutter heads H 22 B
- surfacing - edge jointing - planing to width -
moulding righl - thicknessing - hydro-finish
bottom - hydro-finish top. On sash profiles
glass bead is finish-moulded and separated.

Item 2.
Transfer 820 - feeding double end lenoner,
including extended ænveyor bell and separat-
ing device for glass bead. Standard execution:
transfer of 28 pieces per minute, special
execulion: 40 pieces per minute.

Item 3.
Double end tenoner. Cross-cut and tenoning
aggregates, programmed for vertical and
horizontal movements.
No tool change. Outfeed device for single-part
production.
Electronic widlh adjustment.

Item 4.
Conveyor belt with powered lateral feed roller in
front of profiling machine.

Item 5.
Profiling machine H 220 P with 4 pneumatically
controlled vertical spindles (number of spindles
on request according to number of profiles).
Pneumatically controlled fences right side, tunet
heads and pressure rollers at the left.

Item 6*7
Outfeed device with cross-transfer to the left or
right for sortìng purposes. Aulomatic stacking
available,

Sash

Right-hand
frame (above)

Left-hand
frame

Bottom
frame
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Item 1.
Existing moulder: surfacing - edge joinling - profiling to widÌh
- thicknessing.
Sash production: finish-profiling and separating of glass bead,

Item 2.
Transfer 820 - feeding double end tenoner, including extended
conveyor belt and separaling device for glass bead. Standard
execution: transfer of 28 pieces per minute, special execulion:
40 pieces per minute.

Item 3.
Double end tenoner. Cross-cut and tenoning aggregates, pro-
grammed for vertical and horizontal movements.
No tool change. Outfeed device for single-part produclion
Electronic width adjustment.

Item 4.
Conveyor belt with powered lateral feed roller in front of profiling
machine.

Item 5.
Profiling machine H 220 P with 4 pneumalically controlled
vertical spindles and with a bottom and top hydro-finish cutter
head (number of vertical spindles according to number of
profiles), pneumatically controlled righthand fences and left-
hand turret heads and pressure rollers.

Item 6*7
Outfeed device with crosslransfer 1o the left or right for sorting
purposes. Automatic stacking available.
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